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Unprecedented Times
It is no exaggeration to say the bar business is going through what only can be described
as unprecedented times, some say worst than the Great Depression.
With orders to shutter operations for all but takeout, restaurants and bars have laid off most
staff and are just struggling to survive. According to Restaurants Canada, unemployment in
the industry is surpassing 80 per cent. At some point, restrictions will ease up or be removed
but there are no assurances on exactly when. Some limited openings have already occurred.
But it is near impossible to run a business without the certainty of knowing how to forecast.
Covid 19 is a real threat to the health and safety of the community with a higher contagion and death rate than the
ordinary flu. And the restaurant/bar sector has really shown community support by engaging in charitable causes and
following all health procedures laid out by the government.
What can bars do to survive this crisis?
Perhaps the first consideration would be to develop a strategy to communicate with your loyal customers so that
when we do emerge from this your brand will be well positioned to rebound. All bars should also look at the wage
subsidy program, small business loan program and other support measures put in place by the government and take
advantage of these. This may at least keep some staff ready to return when the time comes. In the short term, this may
be the only way to stay afloat. If you are operating a takeout service, be sure your customers are aware of the extra
safety measures you are taking so they have the confidence to buy from you.
There is no doubt many bars will not survive. The industry will emerge much different. But bar entrepreneurs are a
tough breed and we can all be assured that with hard work it could emerge stronger.

Appetizers bring customers together for the combination
of good food, beverages and conversation.
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beverage news

Tuttofood Marks A
Successful Début in
Canada

GOLD at the 2020 World Spirits Awards in Europe
In a renowned field of the world’s best distilleries, representing over 30 distilling nations, Okanagan
Spirits has been honoured with 14 medals including: nine Gold, four Silver, and one Bronze and was
also awarded with the coveted “World Class Distillery” designation. They are the only Canadian Craft
Distillery to achieve this honour!

Ampersand Distilling Co. Recognized as
World’s Best at World Vodka Awards
Ampersand Distilling Co., the small-batch distillery that pays homage to B.C.
agriculture, was recognized as the best in its class at the 2020 World Vodka
Awards. The World Vodka Awards select the very best in all internationally recognized styles of vodka. This competition awards and promotes the world’s best
vodka to consumers and trade across the globe, and this year, Ampersand’s Per
Se Vodka was not only the Canadian winner in Varietal Vodka but also voted
as the World’s Best Varietal Vodka.

DONATE TO THE BARTENDERS BENEVOLENT FUND
With the current COVID-19 crisis many bartenders are facing hard times. Donating to the Bartenders Benevolent Fund can help.
Created in 2013, the Bartenders Benevolent Fund is a non-profit financial resource for bartenders,
servers and FOH support staff working in the hospitality industry in Canada. The organization provides
funding for those who have fallen under serious financial hardship.
Your donation enters a central fund. Once a week they take stock of the fund and award to full time
bartenders, servers and FOH support staff facing financial crises who have seen their income inhibited
through injury, illness or the current COVID-19 pandemic. The assistance is based on priority, to as
many people as possible, on a weekly basis.
The Bartenders Benevolent Fund’s mandate is to offer support to the hospitality industry, by the hospitality industry: funds are awarded anonymously by local hospitality professionals from each market.
For further information: bartendersbenevolentfund.ca

On occasion of the 2021 edition,
TUTTOFOOD (from May 17-20,
2021 at fieramilano) has welcomed
Canada as one of its focus areas. On
the run up to the event, it will develop
a series of initiatives to boost the presence of Canadian exhibitors, with their
original proposals, and buyers, on the
look-out for specialities from Italy,
Europe and the rest of the world.
Thanks to CETA, trade between
Canada and the EU is much easier
and affords greater protection to designations of origin, which is a strength of
the Italian offering. In Europe there has
also been a growing interest in Canadian products, in addition to traditional
fish and maple syrup.

Thanks to its constantly growing
positioning as a hub enabling the convergence of international demand and
offer in the Food & Beverage industry,
TUTTOFOOD 2021 will be the perfect
occasion for enhancing business
opportunities and discovering the latest
trends which are developing from
increasing trade between countries on
both sides of the Atlantic.
The 2019 edition of TUTTOFOOD
was attended by 3,079 brands, 16
per cent of which were international,
from 43 dif ferent countries, and
82,551 professional visitors, 23 per
cent from 143 different countries.
13,609 business meetings were
organised, 92 per cent of buyers stated they were satisfied or extremely satisfied and 91 per cent would recommend visiting TUTTOFOOD to others.
For more information:
www.tuttofood.it/en, @TuttoFoodMilano

Headwind Vodka Earns Gold at 20th Annual San Francisco
World Spirits Competition
Headwind Craft FWD Vodka, a new Portland-made and Pacific Northwest-inspired Vodka, was awarded
Gold in the Vodka category at this year’s San Francisco World Spirits Competition.
“It’s a huge honour to win big in our first year,” says Headwind Vodka Founder, Jason Dyke. “There are
so many excellent spirits produced in the Pacific Northwest, and we’re excited to represent our corner of the
United States with this gold medal.”
Headwind Vodka is made with a high-quality, gluten-free corn-based grain which is then six times distilled
and filtered through Pacific Northwest timber. The resulting liquid is smooth, crisp, and free of the “burn”
commonly associated with vodka.
6
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Appleton Estate
Announces Global
Relaunch, Introducing
a New Rum Blend
Appleton Estate Jamaica Rum, a global
leader in premium rums, has announced the
storied brand’s global re-launch that debuts in
Canada in early 2020. Canadians will be the
first market in the world to be introduced to the
newly designed packaging, including a
reimagined bottle and label, and the release
of a new premium
aged blend. The international rollout begins
in Ontario and then
continues nationally
across Canada before
moving onto other markets globally.
A sleek, contemporary version of the iconic bottle shape is
accompanied by a
sophisticated new cork
closure. Beneath the
closure, the neck label
illustrates Appleton
Estate located in
Jamaica’s Nassau Valley, followed by an embossed “1749” stamp
in the glass, marking the date of the Estate’s
establishment. The new label tells the story of
each rum blend, as well as details on the
unique production process; aged in the tropical climate of Jamaica and crafted with
Jamaican limestone-filtered water, with no
added flavours.
The new 8-Year-Old Reserve, crafted by Joy
Spence to commemorate the 250th anniversary, is the most versatile expression of aged
rum, revealing aromas of spicy fruit and oak,
followed by hints of honey, vanilla and our signature orange peel note. Brilliant in a honeyed
bronze colour this new blend will introduce
Appleton Estate’s 8-year-old minimum age
statement that will result in a taste profile that is
smoother, richer and fuller given the additional
time in oak barrels.
“As a leading supplier of premium spirits,
we are committed to premium+ rum given
growth trends and long-term potential. Appleton Estate, and the many premium elements of
its re-launch, is now poised to lead this
charge,” says Julka Villa, managing director of
the Campari Group. “The consumer palate has
become much more sophisticated. Appleton
Estate’s range boasts some complex and elegant expressions, which inspire us to both educate and dazzle. This re-launch gives us the
opportunity to illustrate Jamaica’s rich history
and geography, as we reinvent ourselves and
speak to a new consumer.”

The COVID-19 Crisis
OF ALL INDUSTRIES AFFECTED BY THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC, HOSPITALITY HAS BEEN THE HARDEST HIT.
HOTELS, RESTAURANTS AND BARS ARE DOWN, IN
SOME CASES, BY UP TO 70-80 PER CENT.
Restaurants Canada estimates that 800,000 foodservice jobs have already been
lost nationwide due to COVID-19 and might not return if current conditions continue.
With restaurants now struggling to pay rent and other bills due in April, the
national association has conducted a survey to shed light on the state of the industry. Responses from foodservice operators across the country have revealed:
“Not only was our industry among the first to feel the impacts of COVID-19, we’ve
been one of the hardest hit so far, with nearly two thirds of our workforce now lost,”
said Shanna Munro, Restaurants Canada president and CEO. “In our 75 years of existence as Canada’s national foodservice association, these are by far the worst numbers we have ever seen.”
Canada’s $93 billion foodservice industry represents four per cent of the country’s GDP. If conditions do not improve, Restaurants Canada estimates that foodservice sales will be down nearly $20 billion for the second quarter of 2020.
Restaurants Canada has been working closely with government and industry
stakeholders since the start of the COVID-19 crisis, contributing to efforts to
safeguard public health and assure business continuity as much as possible.
“Restaurants have played an essential role during this crisis but are also uniquely
challenged by the impacts of COVID-19. We are encouraged by relief measures
introduced so far that have shown the concerns of foodservice are being heard,”
said David Lefebvre, Restaurants Canada vice-president, Federal and Quebec.
“Without the steps already taken, the impacts on our industry would be even more
devastating. In this time of crisis, it is reassuring to see governments, at all levels,
come to the table with solutions.”
Restaurants Canada continues to be at the table, working with all levels of
government to strengthen actions already taken in the following areas to provide
foodservice businesses with more immediate protection and relief, as well as help to
reopen and rehire:

RENT RELIEF:
Flexible arrangements are needed from landlords to allow for payment-free
periods. Foodservice operators are looking for a coordinated effort led by
government, coupled with no-eviction orders to relieve pressure. An injunction on
evictions would allow time for governments to bring stakeholders to the table to
develop immediate and long-term solutions that will work for all parties involved.

ACCESS TO WORKING CAPITAL:
With little-to-no sales revenue coming in for most foodservice businesses, many
have already depleted their reserve funds, or soon will. Existing measures may
need to be expanded and new solutions continue to be welcomed to ensure
restaurants will have enough working capital to reopen their doors once physical
distancing rules are lifted.

LABOUR:
An expansion of the qualifying conditions and time period for accessing the 75
per cent wage subsidy would help restaurants not only keep workers on payroll
but allow those already laid off to be rehired.
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What’s Next for Cocktails?
Six Fresh Trends to Give Your Sales A Boost
Yossi Meshulam, CEO of beverage-top (bev-top) media pioneer, Ripples, predicts
the top six cocktail trends that will dominate in the coming year.

HIGH-END MINIMALISM
Consumers are showing a definite fatigue for the over-the-top, ‘freakshake’ style of
cocktails that were so popular last year. A hotly tipped trend for the next 12 months is the
return of ‘stripped-back’ classic cocktails that boast just a small handful of ingredients.
This minimalist approach puts an emphasis on the quality of spirits and other ingredients,
so to ensure an excellent customer experience, venues should ensure they don’t scrimp.

NO MORE FLOWERY DESCRIPTIONS
As cocktails themselves become more pared down, it makes sense that menu
descriptions should, too. There’s really no excuse for saying ‘shards from a twicefrozen cube of mineral water’ when you could just say ‘ice’. Keeping everything simple, from ingredients and recipes all the way down to descriptions, is the way to
ensure your cocktails stand out in 2020.

TEA AND COFFEE AS MIXERS

Generational Trends and
Uncertainties Over Future
Sustainability Present Key
Issues for Alcohol Brands,
Says GlobalData

Awards
by Frank Yeo

A tension exists in alcoholic drinks between consumers’
established preferences, market norms, openness to innovation, and products that cross traditional category or
flavour lines. Creative and edgy innovation works
best when it retains a connection to the familiar, allowing
consumers to experiment and try new things, but with a
degree of confidence. says GlobalData, a leading data
and analytics company.
The company’s latest report, ‘Top Trends in Alcoholic
Drinks’, notes that while traditional flavours in alcohol hold
sway over consumers’ choices in a top-line sense, a different
picture emerges when reviewing flavour choices by
generation and gender. Gen Z, who are still relatively
‘new’ drinkers, are not bound by traditional flavours — with
31 per cent opting for new, trendy options and 30 per cent
choosing flavours classed as unusual.

(L-R) Heather Leary,
Don Livermore, Davin
de Kergommeaux

Brewed beverages add a savoury dimension to cocktails and provide a refreshing
change to the myriad of sweet varieties that are available. Some venues have even
begun to make a name for themselves based on the tea- and coffee-based cocktails
they serve. London-based cocktail bar Lyaness is a prime example. The award-winning
establishment has joined with the Rare Tea Company to create a bespoke blend of tea
to use as the base of its signature vermouth-style cocktail, the Lyaness Tea-mooth.

Canada’s Best Whisky
T

#INSTA-WORTHY COCKTAILS
With the number of selfie spots in pubs and bars on the increase it’s clear that for many
people the only thing better than drinking a cocktail is taking a photo of it to post on social
media! However, for venues or events without the space or perhaps inclination to create a
dedicated selfie spot, there are other ways to ensure their cocktails make it onto customers’
Instagram grids, thereby generating plenty of free, consumer-endorsed online exposure.
One way is to use a Ripple Maker, a counter-top device that ‘prints’ messages, logos,
hashtags and even selfies onto cocktails (or indeed any foam-topped beverage), using all
natural, plant-based extracts. Another option is to invest in stylish or even bespoke glassware to give cocktails an extra wow factor. Gorgeous classics like Negronis and Manhattans served in sophisticated glassware is tipped to be a hot Instagram trend this year.

SUSTAINABLE BEVERAGES
There are two simple steps to creating the perfect sustainable cocktail. Step one:
only source ingredients from suppliers with a proven track record of sustainable production practices. Step two: get creative and find ways to use up products that might
otherwise go to waste. Examples include using coffee grounds to infuse liqueurs, and
saving citrus peel to use as garnishes, infusions or to make oleo-saccharum. But whatever you do, do something. There really is no downside to sustainability. When done
properly it can help businesses to save a lot of money, while consumers can feel good
that their purchasing decisions are helping the environment.

HEALTH-CONSCIOUS TIPPLES
With low-sugar, low-calorie and even low-carb cocktails now widely available, the
big question is — what’s next? Healthy eating and drinking trends typically start in the
retail channel before spilling over into the on-trade, so it makes sense to search for
inspiration there. Current and popular retail trends include growing demand for functional products — that is food and beverages that offer a positive health benefit, as
opposed to having less of something, e.g. sugar. Consider adding a kick to your
cocktails with on-trend ingredients such as turmeric, a natural anti-inflammatory and
antioxidant, or maca powder, which is widely renowned as an aphrodisiac. Products
that are high in protein are also experiencing fantastic growth in the retail channel,
with consumers seemingly happy to pay the premium prices they command, making
this another potentially lucrative opportunity for on-trade operators.
For more information about Ripples, visit: www.drinkripples.com.
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Richard Parker, principal consumer insight analyst at
GlobalData comments, “Gen Z consumers are influenced by
the newness and trendiness of flavours, as promoted through
social media, and by visual as well as flavour aspects.”
This generational landscape creates a fertile territory for
products such as hybrid beverages, which marry familiar
categories in new and exciting ways — for example
‘vodquila’ or ‘rumquila’. Hybrids can introduce interesting
flavor notes and unique premium narratives through the use
of storage and aging techniques from other categories, such
as beer stored in wine or spirit barrels, or taking flavours
from food products.
Parker adds, “Despite the opportunities for innovation and
demographic targeting still to be had in such a mature
market, alcohol brands face some growing macro-level
issues. Climate change, and the unpredictable effects this
is having on the supply chain is undermining regular and
sustainable approaches to production and consumption. This
will force change in available products.
“Climate change affecting barley yields could lead
to beer shortages and rising prices of barley (and beer) —
subsequently resulting in a fall in global consumption. The
risk of falling supply and significantly boosted prices means
that brands will need to give consumers strong reasons to
continue to purchase their products as premium becomes
luxury and standard products effectively premium in price.”

www.barandbeverage.com / Bar & Beverage Business

Pike Creek
Olorosofinished 21
Year-Old was
named Canada’s
best whisky.

he Canadian Whisky Awards, held annually in
conjunction with the Victoria Whisky Festival,
recognize the very best Canadian whiskies and
encourage distillers to maintain the highest quality standards. To qualify, the whisky must be distilled and
matured in Canada. An independent panel of whisky
experts selects the winners after tasting each whisky blind.
The first and only competition devoted solely to
Canadian whisky continued to evolve in its 10th year
by introducing new awards, including single-grain
categories for corn, rye and wheat as well as malted
barley whiskies, along with mixed-mashbill whiskies.
This year, Pike Creek Oloroso-finished 21-Year-Old
was named Canada’s best whisky.
Chair of the judging panel, Davin de Kergommeaux, described Pike Creek 21-year-old as “Toasted
cereal tones bursting from a complex, spicy bushel of
red fruits.”
Distilled at Hiram Walker Distillery in Windsor,
Ontario, the whisky is named for the nearby community
of Pike Creek where it matured for twenty-one years.
Each year for a special limited-edition Pike Creek
release, master blender, Dr. Don Livermore pours
mature whisky in exotic barrels for a short time to
develop new flavours. The Oloroso sherry barrels he
used this year imparted fruity flavours and a pinkish
hue to the already complex whisky.
Dr. Livermore also accepted an award as Blender
of the Year.
Accolades for Whisky of the Decade were
accorded to Forty Creek Confederation Oak. Forty
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Creek Distiller y, in Grimsby, Ontario, has won
Whisky of the Year three times in the past decade.
Over that time, Confederation Oak has consistently
scored well in the blind tastings that determine the
annual award winners.
Retired whisky maker, John K. Hall was named
Whisky Maker of the Decade, having founded the relatively new Forty Creek distillery, where he created
several international bestselling whiskies.
Among the top category winners were Shelter
Point for in the rye category for its Single-Cask
Rye; DeVine Wines & Spirits for best whisky
spirit (an award for whiskies younger than
three years) for Ancient Grains; and
Delta’s Goodridge & Williams for its
Western Grains, in the value whisky
(domestic) category. In addition two
silver medals each for Dubh Glas
Distiller y in Oliver, Odd Society
Spirits in Vancouver and Sooke’s
Sheringham Distillery rounded out
the B.C. winners.
Other big winners at the 2020
Awards include Alberta Premium
Cask Strength Rye, Canadian Club
4 2 - Ye a r- O l d a n d C r o w n R o y a l
Black. Honours for Artisanal DisForty Creek
tillery of the Year went to North of
Confederation
7 Distillery in Ottawa, while The Oak was awarded
Crown Royal Blending Team accepted Whiskey of the
Decade.
a lifetime achievement award. ♣
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Post Show Update

THE POP UP RESTO & BAR

RC Show’s

75th Anniversary Edition a Success!
T

he 75th anniversary edition of the RC Show demonstrated once again the positive impact this event has on the
Canadian foodservice and hospitality industry. Showcasing eight curated pavilions, a dynamic show floor, and an
impressive schedule of panels, competitions, and workshops
that featured the industry’s key leaders, this year’s RC Show
saw record-breaking attendance as the industry came together to shop, taste, learn, connect and grow their business.
Every year the RC Show features new programming that
addresses the latest pressing issues and product innovations.
Save the date for next year! Feb 28 – Mar 2, 2021.
Bar & Beverage Pavilion:
This pavilion showcased over 100 brands, eager to demonstrate and sample their most innovative products. Containing
both a stage and workshop area there were 27 bar-related
sessions that not only included the Beer and Bar CEO panels,
that brought together some of the most influential leaders in
the industry to discuss today’s hot topics, but the programming addressed all aspects of a bar program from a panel
including five of Canada’s 100 Best Bars, balanced lifestyle
beverages, the benefits of premiumization, and how to maximize off-site events, just to name a few.

This interactive space brought brands and products to life with menu
integration and expert demonstrations. The bar area was curated by
Evelyn Chick and Christina Veira, who brought six of Canada’s 100
Best Bars, including Baijiu, Bar Raval, Botanist, Gift Shop, Mother Cocktail Bar and Stillife to demonstrate and serve up their unique cocktail
styles. Daily programming also included Canadian cheese pairings,
Indigenous, Peruvian and Italian cuisines alongside crafted beverages
using pisco as well as wine, sake and coffee.
RC Show’s nine stages hosted six exciting competitions where mixologists, baristas and culinary titans squared off in high-stakes showdowns
to compete for recognition, cash and prizes. Below are the bar competition highlights.

BEYOND THE RAIL COMPETITION:
Showcasing Canada’s best bartenders’ diverse approaches to
drink creation and presentation. Congratulations to Monique Godinho who took first place, Justin Ralph who took second place and Elizabeth Kalles in third place.

SOMMELIER SERVICE COMPETITION:
Led by Sommelier Jeff Osborne, six of Canada’s top
Sommeliers competed in a service-based challenge.
Judged by Master Sommelier Jennifer Heuther, Master
Sommelier Bruce Wallner & Alo Food Group Wine Director Christopher Sealy. The first place winner was Bill Mochoruk, taking
home $3,000 and an engraved wine decanter. Matt Landry & Connor Gallagher tied for second place.

NATIONAL COFFEE IN GOOD SPIRITS COMPETITION:
Eight people competed to develop boozy coffee beverages that highlighted the best of both worlds.
Nelson Phu took first place and will move on to compete in Warsaw, Poland at the World Coffee in
Good Spirits Competition. Stacey Lynden came in second place, followed by Michelle Ocfemia.
The RC Show produced seven of the industry’s best networking events of the year for RC Hospitality Week, including the Canadian Hospitality Foundation’s Red Door Benefit Gala, RC
Show Opening Night Reception, RC Leadership Conference, Breakfast With Champions, Top to
Top Reception, Save on Energy Foodservice Forum and Industry Night Out. ♣

CHECK OUT THE PHOTO GALLERY ON RCSHOW.COM. SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!
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On Our Cover
by Carolyn Camilleri

W

hether it’s for groups of
friends, family gatherings,
office parties, or special
events — since The Rec Room first
opened in 2016 at South Edmonton
Common, these entertainment wonderlands have redefined the meaning of
fun. Now located across Canada, The
Rec Room, which is part of the Cineplex family, offers a variety of unique
experiences for all ages under one roof
— from Canadian-inspired dining and
watching live professional sports to a
multitude of games, entertainment, and,
depending on the location, activities
like bowling, ping pong, and virtual
reality challenges.
“The concept for The Rec Room really
stems from the idea of shared social
experiences,” says Christina Kuypers,
vice-president of operations and guest
experience for The Rec Room and Playdium. “It’s a space where friends and
families can spend time together, connect, and have fun — whether that
means playing hundreds of amusement
games, watching a live sports game at
our massive bar, enjoying handcrafted
dishes from our Three10 restaurant, or
challenging each other to a round of
premium 10-pin bowling.”
The movie-going experience has
always been about people coming
together to share an experience, and
The Rec Room is really an extension of

London, Mississauga, St. John’s, and,
most recently, Winnipeg.”
Along with The Rec Room, Cineplex
also operates the reinvented Playdium
concept, which offers food and fun
geared towards teens. Last year, Cineplex opened two new Ontario locations
of Playdium with plans to offer two
more locations in Dartmouth, Nova
Scotia and Brossard, Quebec.
“Playdium is an entertainment complex for teens, their friends, and families to play without limits,” explains

Christina Kuypers, vice-president
of operations and guest experience,
The Rec Room and Playdium

Redefining Fun
THE REC ROOM PROVIDES ENTERTAINMENT ALL ACROSS CANADA
what Cineplex offers guests at movie theatres. People love The Rec Room, and
the popularity of the concept increases
as it expands across the country.
“Since our first location opened in
2016, we’ve opened seven other locations in provinces across Canada,”
says Kuypers. “We now have locations
in West Edmonton, Calgary, Toronto,
12

Kuypers. “Two-thirds of Playdium is
dedicated to gaming and attractions
like state-of-the-art amusement games,
bowling, and virtual reality, with the
other third offering a range of tasty onthe-go bites and handcrafted dishes.”
At The Rec Room, dining options
include gourmet pizza, poutine, and
street food inspired snacks at The Shed.

Alternatively, more upscale dining
options at Three 10 restaurant take
guests on a culinary journey through
our country’s three territories and 10
provinces. Both have beverage menus
with a wide selection of beers, wines,
and signature cocktails.
In terms of gaming offerings, The Rec
Room features pool, shuffleboard, ping
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pong, video games, redemption
games, and VRX car simulators, as well
as virtual reality experiences, which
Kuypers says are very popular.
“We work with multiple vendors to
provide the latest in VR for our guests,
and we’ll continue to invest in the most

exciting VR offerings out there.”
One example is the truly immersive
hyper-reality experience THE VOID.
Exclusive to The Rec Room, THE VOID
allows guests to challenge their friends to
an out-of-this-world battle in a completely
immersive environment that includes
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sight, sound, touch, smell, and motion.
A curated variety of scheduled special events and live entertainment round
out the stellar lineup of fun and everchanging options at The Rec Room.
While it’s that kind of ingenuity and
variety that has made The Rec Room
leading edge in terms of entertainment,
what keeps people coming back is the
outstanding variety of options.
“One of the things that guests love
most about The Rec Room is that it
truly offers something for everyone —
whether you want to catch a comedy
show, attend a drag brunch, see a live
musical act, challenge your friends to
a game of Mario Kart, tr y out the
world’s largest Pac-Man game, grab a
delicious meal or escape to a new
world with our virtual reality offerings,” says Kuypers. “The Rec Room is
a place to share in unique experiences
and make memories.” ♣
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Cold Beverages
by Ronda Payne

PREMIUM SIMPLE
SYRUPS FROM THE
FRENCH ALPS

1883 Lavender Syrup in a signature
butterfly-pea zero-proof cocktail

Shirley Temple’s
Comeback?

The preferred choice of chefs and bartenders

1-888-242-3111
info@gerhardscanada.com
@1883Canada

CALL OR EMAIL FOR FREE SAMPLES
Call or email for free samples of select 1883 Syrups,
including our award-winning 1883 Cardamom syrup.
Canadian foodservice industry only. While supplies last.

IT’S NOT TIME FOR A TEEN-BAR; SIGNATURE MOCKTAILS, LESS SUGAR AND
HEALTHY OPTIONS ARE TRENDING ON EVERYDAY ADULT BAR MENUS.

M

illennials care about what they
put into their bodies perhaps
more than any other age group
ever has. Yet, they crave new experiences, unfamiliar tastes and unexpected
combinations. It’s an interesting time to
be a bartender when just as much care
and attention needs to go into a mocktail
as a standard alcohol drink.
Bar professionals may find themselves
creating a brand new signature with multiple ingredients while sourcing low-sugar
content ingredients and kombuchas to
meet the demands of clientele.
Alejandra Arciniega, project manager
food service, with Lassonde notes it’s
not the non-alcoholic beverage of the

past today’s customer is looking for.
“We’re talking about millennials of
course, we’re talking about a unique
experience for them,” she says.
She describes today’s non-alcoholic
beverage, as much of a signature as
alcohol-based beverages.
“With the sugar and healthy
lifestyle,” she notes, “let’s not see this
as something boring. Let’s see this as
something signature.”
Kombucha is being added to cocktails in some regions, but Alexis Green,
national brand engagement manager
with Fever-Tree says it’s more about the
low or no-alcohol, ethical and sustainable sourcing, natural ingredients and
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lower sugar content.
“[Mocktails] are no longer an afterthought but are treated with the same
care and creativity as their alcoholcontaining counterparts,” she says.
“We are seeing more and more bars
investing in quality alcohol-free spirits
like Seedlip or premium mixers.”
In Calgary at Flores & Pine, Maria
Martiniello, business development and sales
manager, notes that customers are looking
for more complexity and excitement.
“Sober-curious is, for sure, a current
trend now and for the foreseeable
future,” she says. “This is an ideal time
and opportunity to allow mixologists to
come up with natural infused beverages
15

Product Showcase
Fresh Pressed Flavour
It’s almost unheard of to
find a fresh-pressed lemon
or lime juice suitable for
bar use, but Lassonde has
done it. These juices
reduce the workload and
mess at the bar by providing the fresh-pressed, notfrom-concentrate flavours
demanded in signature
cocktails. The juices are provided in a frozen
format which lasts up to year.

Pure Cane Sugars, Made
Exclusively in France
With more than 100 premium flavours, made with
pure water from the French
Alps and pure cane sugar,
1883 Premium Simple
Syrups sold by Gerhards
are made from real fruit
juices and natural flavours.
These are the ideal addition
for mocktails as well as signature alcohol-included beverages along with desserts,
teas and coffees.

Features That Look as
Good as They Taste
Flores & Pine hangs its
hat on delivering jaw-dropping signature cocktails
and the Smoking Mirror
delivers. As the feature
cocktail, it includes Patron
Silver, Mezcal, cherr y
liqueur, raisin bitters, rosemary and honey syrup. It’s
served up with a memorable twisting, billowing
smoke that is released by
the lifting of a cloche.

Light, Fresh with
Hint of Bitter
Looking for a cucumber
tonic with fresh sweet flavour?
Look no further than FeverTree’s Light Cucumber Tonic
Water. Cucumber essence
from General Lee cucumbers
is blended with the gentle bitterness of quinine sourced
from the Democratic Republic
of Congo. This cool, crisp
tonic water is gluten-free and
has no artificial sweeteners.
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Gerhards Canada notes that bartenders are building flavours, textures and aromas
not previously seen in alcohol-free cocktails.

and be super creative using farm-totable ingredients. Using herbs, housemade syrups and fruits and vegetables
is getting bartenders excited.”
Yiannis Syskakis, regional sales
manager with Gerhards Canada says
bartenders are building flavours, textures and aromas not previously seen
in alcohol-free cocktails.
“This is being driven by the macro
trend, health and wellness and will
continue as booze-free bars begin to
pop up around the nation,” he says.
“Many have seen a spike in sales
where hybrid drinks are offered. Carbonated juices and waters infused
with vitamins seem to be a popular
choice as well as drinks infused with
coffee or tea.”
He adds that
ingredients like
blueberry, cucumber, elder flower,
hibiscus, lavender
and mint are trending in spirit-free
beverages with
sparkling waters,
juices and teas.
Hybridization
has also led to the
introduction of “nitro”
beverages like the Starbucks Nitro
Coffee. Arciniega notes this is the
desire of companies to create some-

thing with a different mouth-feel. Nitro
orange juices are slowly making their
way onto the bar scene.
“It’s something that is coming up,”
she says. “It’s not carbonated. It’s a
different texture in our mouth.”
Appealing to millennials requires
staying on top of online involvement
says Green. “It’s very important for bars
to have an online presence on social
media channels, but also to keep their
websites up to date, which usually falls
to the wayside,” she notes.
There is also a need to be aware of
people’s wallets when creating a
drink, she adds.

“I often see drinks with too many
ingredients, unnecessary garnishes and
outrageous prices,” she says. “Offerings
that are too out of the box or overpriced
will deter patrons from trying what might
be a delicious new discovery.”
Yet, as Martiniello says, it’s time to
keep sober-curious, mindful drinkers in
mind when health and dietary demands
are important to clientele. “Clients are
looking for an experience with a mood
and set a tone for a chill and unique
experience,” she says. “Both cocktail
and food menus cater to each client’s
lifestyle choices.”
Choice is the key word says
Syskakis. He has seen some operators
converting their entire bar menu to alcohol-free.
“While this may be on the far wing
of the trend, it shows the growing
necessity for operators, both in bar and
restaurant, to put more emphasis on
their non-alcoholic menu,” he says.
With children at home and college
demands, many millennials want the
bar socializing experience but without
the alcohol. What they really want, is
choice, he says.
Bartenders have the opportunity now,
more than ever, to be creative, look to
create new experiences — both with
alcohol and without. Incorporating new
ingredients and flavours into all drink
menus, but without being too complex,
will keep customers engaged and interested in what’s next. ♣

Fever-Tree notes that mocktails are no longer an afterthought.

Flores & Pine notes that consumers are looking
for more complexity and excitement.
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recipes

Try these new recipes to add some flair to your …
C O C K TA I L S • M A R T I N I S • M A R G A R I TA S • S M O OT H I E S • DA I Q U I R I S

At-home
Cosmopolitan
Ingredients:
2 ounces Vegas Baby Vodka
.75 ounces Triple Sec,
Cointreau or Grand
Marnier
.75 ounces lime juice
(about 3/4 of a freshsqueezed lime)
1 ounce cranberry juice
Method:
Combine all ingredients
into a cocktail shaker
with ice
Shake vigorously
until chilled
Strain into chilled
cocktail glass
Garnish with a lime wedge
or orange peel
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Fairbank’s
Negroni
Ingredients:
Equal Parts:
Juniper Grove Atrium Gin
Fred Jerbis Bitter Amaro
Controtto Bianco Vermouth
Dash of Rosewater
Garnished with: Rose
Petals, Sage, Dusted
with Gold

CocaRita

Along The Banks
Credit: Chad Lawrence

Ingredients:
2 oz. Cocalero Clasico
2 oz. triple sec
1 1/2 oz. freshly squeezed
lime juice
Lime wedges, for garnish
Kosher salt or coarse
sea salt, for rim
Ice
Method:
Place salt on a small shallow plate. Rim each glass
with lime wedge, then dip
in salt to coat the rim. Add
Cocalero, triple sec and
lime juice to glass and stir
to combine. Top with ice,
garnish with lime, and
serve.

Ingredients:
1.5 oz. Angostura® 7 Year Old
1/2 oz. Amaro di Angostura®
1/4 oz. Crème de Cacao
3/4 oz. lime juice
1/2 oz. honey syrup (2:1)
5 dashes of ANGOSTURA®
aromatic bitters
Salted absinthe rim
4 sprigs of fresh thyme
Method:
Add all ingredients, except
absinthe, to shaker tins
and shake until chilled
and diluted.
Double strain into chilled
coupe that has been spritzed
with salted absinthe solution.
Garnish with fresh
thyme sprigs.
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DRINK MENU
C O C K TA I L S • M A R T I N I S • M A R G A R I TA S • S M O OT H I E S • DA I Q U I R I S

Brulot Black
Manhattan
Ingredients:
1 oz. Grand Brulot
1 oz. Bourbon
1 oz Sweet Vermouth
3 Dashes Orange Bitters
Method:
In a mixing glass stir all
the ingredients together.
Strain into a chilled
cocktail glass with ice or
serve up. Garnish with
orange wheel and two
cocktail cherries.

Grand Brulot
Double
Espresso
Martini
Ingredients:
2 oz. Grand Brulot
0.5 oz. Espresso
0.5 Orange Liqueur
(cognac or rum based
preferred, triple sec
if necessary)
3 Dash Orange Bitters
Method:
Using a shaker, combine
Grand Brulot, coffee and
orange liqueur together.
Shake vigorously with ice
and then strain into a
chilled martini glass. Garnish with a few cracked
coffee beans and an
orange twist.
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Fever-Tree
Spanish Gin &
Cucumber Tonic
Ingredients:
3 parts Fever-Tree
Refreshingly Light
Cucumber Tonic Water
1 part Gin of choice
Oversized ice

That’s Amore
Source One Vodka Rested
In Oak Sherry Casks
Cold Brew Coffee
Raspberry Vanilla Syrup
Half & Half

Method:
Place a cucumber slice in
bottom of a large wineglass.
Fill to the top with ice. Pour
in your gin of choice and
add Fever-Tree Refreshingly
Light Cucumber down the
side of the glass or down a
cocktail spoon. Stir gently.
Top with mint sprig &
cucumber ribbon.
Sip and enjoy.
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Appetizers & Tapas
by Carly Peters

More than
Just a Bite
Appetizers bring customers together for the combination
of good food, beverages, and conversation

N

othing brings friends and family together like
good food and beverages, so when customers
slide into the seats at your bar or lounge,
they’re looking for small, sharable plates of comfort
food that pairs well with their good conversation.
“Classic bar food is designed as a companion for
alcoholic beverages,” says Nadia Vetere, marketing
specialist for Toppits Foods Ltd., which offers seafood
and non-seafood appetizers for foodservice. “Many
often want comfort food like sliders or the classic
nacho platter, while others look for something different in flavour. And all of these foods pair well with
drinks. These differ from traditional restaurants as they
are bite size and shareable dishes.”
Platters with multiple items on it, or unique topped
and loaded ideas are certainly resonating with patrons.
“Having menu options which are sharable and
easy to walk and talk with are critical. One handed
options will allow your guests to continue to enjoy
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conversation and beverages while enjoying your
food,” explains Chef David Cocker, corporate
research chef and business development manager for
Reuven International Ltd, adding bar friendly appetizers
can aid in this by limiting cutlery and using yakitori
skewers for their one biter hors d’oeuvres.
Cocker states one of the largest trends he’s seeing
is bars/lounges offering a smaller amount of menu
options and using products that can be offered both
as apps and main dish offerings. He points to
Reuven’s new Crispy Chicken Bites stuffed with
cheese which can be used as an appetizer with a
dipping sauce, but can also be added to a ciabatta
bun for a crispy chicken parm sandwich.
Mike Ste Marie, director of sales, Canada, Foodservice Business Unit for Lamb Weston, agrees, stating
their customers are trending towards using ingredients,
tastes, and flavours they already have in-house on
more items to increase profitability and lower costs.
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nothing entices a customer’s craving more than a
perfectly presented in-person item.
“The best promotion of an appetizer within the establishment is all about plating techniques,” states Cocker.
“As a new table is seated, the guests will always examine
plates being delivered to other tables and being
walked by theirs. A well plated appetizer with great
eye-catching visuals can drive sales for that dish.”
While small — but plenty — appetizers are serving
up some of the biggest connections between your
customers. ♣

Toppits Foods
Ltd. notes that
while some
patrons seek
comfort foods
others seek
something different in flavour.

Operators “are constantly
looking for new and creative
ways to present products
and to reach as many customers of theirs as possible,”
he says, pointing to fries
being a good example.
“Operators will use lots of
different existing items in
their kitchen to create new
poutines for example. Barbecue house sauce topped
with brisket or pulled pork allow for more menu penetration from signature items and increases the profitability for them.”
Customized creations certainly lend themselves well
for social promotion, and on-table tent cards are a
quick way for people to see your menu offerings, but

Pump Up the Base
Potatoes are best appetizer multitaskers — they can be their
own stand-alone side dishes, be created as a main, or provide the
perfect platform for something else. Lamb Weston’s new Waffle
Hash Brown can be used as a base for tapas or appetizers, or as
a savoury side. They also recently released the Dipper, which can
be used as a nacho base or vessel for appetizer dips.

Mini Main

Lamb Weston notes that operators are looking for new and
creative ways to present products.

From trends to necessities and everything in between,

While appetizers have
to be highly craveable to
the customer, they also
have to be labour effective for the operators.
Toppits Foods’ seafood
appetizers, including their
new Gluten Free Panko
Breaded Shrimp, Coconut
Breaded Butterfly Shrimp,
and Jumbo Partially Cut Breaded Shrimp, are easy to prepare,
but also offer full flavour and versatility for chefs and managers
to utilize in multiple applications.
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Up in Smoke
Creating quick, customized apps doesn’t
require bars to go crazy with kitchen equipment.
Kendale Products equipment consists of automated barbecue smokers and pressure fryers,
and both of these can be used to produce
excellent tapas-sized plates in any variety.
Bob D’Ambrosio, general manager for the
company, states they have a number of
customers using the commercial smokers for
non-traditional barbecue items such as avocado, beef tongue, lamb, shrimp, pies,
and so many more creative starter options.
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Reuven International’s new crispy
chicken bite stuffed with cheese plays into
the appetizer trend of taking a main and
just making it smaller. This is a breaded
chicken bite stuffed with gouda and
cheddar cheese that can be served with
marinara sauce and finished with olive
oil, parmesan cheese and fresh basil for
a great mini chicken parmesan appetizer.

A Great Catch

WE COVER THE ISSUES THAT
ARE IMPORTANT

Serving Those Who Serve Alcohol!

Product Showcase
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Summer/Patio
by Carolyn Camilleri

Getting Ready for Summer
EXPANDING YOUR PREMISES TO INCLUDE A PATIO MAY BE EASIER THAN YOU
THINK — AND MAY HELP YOU RECOVER FROM CLOSURES

W

hen social distancing restrictions ease in a post-COVID19 world, people who have
been isolating at home for weeks are
going to be seeking opportunities to be
safely out and about. Bar and restaurant owners looking to recover after closures may want to consider expanding
existing space to include a patio. After
all, what could be more inviting than a
patio on a sunny, summer day?
“The responses we’ve been getting
from restaurants and bars is that the
minute they put up an umbrella or an outdoor seating arrangement, people notice
it a lot quicker and they end up gravitating towards it,” says Saverio Valerio,
owner of Pop-Up Street Patios Inc.
Pop-Up Street Patios helps right from
the start by working with the municipality, city, or township.

“We’ve assisted five different cities
and municipalities to get this going,”
says Valerio. “Because what happens
at City Hall is the building department
gets involved, the legal department
gets involved, traffic gets involved, so
what we’ve done is we’ve gone in, met
with them and answered any questions
that needed answering and given them
the paperwork.”
Once that’s done and the concept is
approved, then a restaurateur, BIA
(business improvement association), or
in some cases, city or township contacts
Pop-Up Street Patios to book an onsite
visit to take measurements. Those measurements are used to create a drawing
to accompany a permit application.
“So assuming they are approved by
the city, we will come in, drop their
patio in place, and within one or two
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hours, they’re good to go,” says Valerio. “We maintain it and take it back
and store it in the fall.”
While they primarily focus on
Ontario — the company’s radius
is expanding with inquiries coming
from as far away as Quebec and
Saskatchewan.
Pop-Up Street Patios exceed Ontario
building code requirements, with safety features including a welded steel
base, slip-resistant staining on deck
surfaces, and welded steel railings.
While customized patios can be built
for an extra cost, the standard Pop-Up
Street Patio is 18 feet by seven feet
— the size of one parking space —
and adds an extra 130 square feet to
your establishment. That’s enough
space for five tables and 10 chairs.
“We have some clients who just put
25

Bum Contract Furniture Ltd. is seeing a growing trend in temporary patios.

picnic tables out because they serve ice
cream, hot chocolate, shakes, and stuff
like that,” says Valerio.
Pop-Up Street Patios can be used for
street and sidewalk patios, as well as
bump-out street sidewalks.
“The big thing right now are the
bump-outs,” says Valerio, explaining
that a bump-out allows a patio to go all
the way to the edge of the sidewalk,
with a five-foot walk around it. “So now
our footprint on the street is smaller
than a patio, and they can have complete control of what’s happening as
soon as they open the door from the
entrance of their restaurant or bar.”
Typically, the patios are installed in
early spring and picked up late fall as
per city requirements. They can be purchased or leased short or long term,
and special events rates are available.
Each patio package includes a consultation, assistance with permits, installation, safety review, end-of-season dismantling, and winter storage.
“We’re the only company that has a
patent to allow the transporting of, in
one piece, the patio to deliver it and
take it away,” says Valerio.
Valerio notes that for smaller bars and
restaurants with smaller budgets, Pop-Up
Street Patios may be able to assist.
“We have always worked with restaurateurs and bars, and we know that
smaller ones don’t have a large budget,
so we assist them in distributing the payments,” he says. “For the ones that need
it, we have no problem helping.”
Tammy Demaine, owner of Bum Contract Furniture Ltd., outdoor and indoor
commercial furniture specialists, also
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comments about the growing trend in
temporary patios.
“Municipalities are granting temporary permits to restaurants to use part of
the roadway for patios if they do not
have room for one,” she says. “We started to distribute a product by Select
Fence, which is an affordable temporary
fence option that can be taken down.”
“Another option for fencing is
planters, which serves two purposes:
fencing and decoration with greenery,”
she adds.
Speaking of décor, Demaine offers
guidance on the latest in outdoor furnishing trends.
“Long community tables, both bar
height and dining height, is a very popular trend,” she says. “With regards to
colour, more restaurants are starting to
mix and match colours and styles of furniture. You will see restaurants with regular dining furniture along with deep
comfy seating all on the same patio.”
Furniture styles also depends on the
establishment.
“Family-style dining would require
bigger tables and tables that could be
put together for larger gatherings. Coffee houses would probably go with
smaller bistro-style tables,” says
Demaine. “No two restaurants are the
same so no hard and fast rule here.”
It also depends on how much you
have in the budget, she adds.
Bum Contract mainly works with
bars, restaurants, and pubs via referrals
from restaurant suppliers, designers,
and word of mouth.
“What sets us apart from our competition is that we stock everything in our

25,000-square-foot warehouse in
Oakville, Ontario,” she says. “If a
restaurant called us today, we could
ship out the next day.”
Each year, Bum Contract produces a
new “Quick Ship” catalogue — 176pages showcasing all their stocked
products, install photos for ideas, and
information on replacement parts.
“We are also able to offer a drop-by
service,” Demaine says. “If a restaurant
called us today and wanted us to come
by to measure and for recommendations, we would do it as we have representation across Canada.”
Here’s another practical tip about
decorating your patio: pay attention to
the bylaws in your area about whether
supplier advertising is allowed. Valerio
points out that some municipalities
allow you to put up, for example, Martini & Rossi or Coors Light umbrellas,
while other municipalities don’t. But you
do want to find ways to make your
patio stand out. Valerio says they have
a client who displays weather-safe art
by local artists.
“Dress a patio up with some solar
lighting and some flowers and, let me
tell you, people would rather eat outside than inside,” says Valerio.
Especially in Canada in the summer. ♣

POS & ATMS
by Anne-Marie Hardie

The Power
of Systems
INCREASE PROFIT AND DECREASE RISK WITH
THE INTEGRATION OF POS AND ATMS

C

reating an ideal bar environment is a delicate balance between developing a welcoming space and making a profit. Operators
can find ways to better leverage their POS systems
and other financial services such as ATMs to ensure
that the profit remains within their establishment.

Increase Customers’ Confidence

Pop-Up Street Patios can be used for street
and sidewalk patios.
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One of the challenges with free pouring is that it
allows the ability to adjust the beverage pours to
the patrons. “In one establishment, I learned that
there was a chargeback system used when draft
shortages occur,” says Peter Hornstein, president,
Pour Controls. “However, instead of regulating the
beverages, the bartending team would short pour
the back-bar cocktails that the servers ordered and
Bar & Beverage Business / www.barandbeverage.com

over pour the known tippers or their friends in an
attempt to increase the tip size. This would then
make up for the charge backs by management.”
Pour Controls’ system has over 80 POS data
connections providing analytics to over 800
licensed customers around the world. This enables
bar owners to tailor the system to their specific
needs, including cloud-based reporting on draft
beer, RFID free pour spouts liquor monitoring and
portion control dispensing. “We can deliver a
onsistent customer experience that owners can
monitor easily by knowing that when an ounce is
ordered – an ounce is poured,” says Hornstein.
Increasing consumer confidence will help persuade
consumers to move away from bottled beer to
items, like liquor, with higher margins.
Liquor theft is a fairly common practice in the
bartending industry with bartenders offering free shots
to friends or local patrons that tip well. “In the bar
business, the owner has to count on the bartender to
pour the drink, collect the cash, and ring that order
27

Pour Controls has over
80 POS data connections
providing analytics that
allow bar owners to
tailor their system to their
specific needs.

into the POS system,” says Brian Hall,
president, Matrix Integrated Solutions.
Unfortunately, this doesn’t always occur.
Matrix’s Berg Liquor Systems responds
to this challenge by providing owners
the option of mandating bartenders
ring an order in before pouring or set-

ting up the solution so that the drink
rings in automatically when poured.
“With the latter method, the inventory
control is now no longer an issue, and
the pouring process speeds up because
the bartender simply hits done, once
poured, and collects the amount displayed on the POS,” says Hall.
Inventory control is only a piece of
the POS puzzle. A comprehensive system can enable online ordering, remote
payment pieces and even assist with
labour management, including identifying the ebb and flow of the business, so
that bar owners can schedule their
employees accordingly.
“The biggest thing that bar owners
should look for is the flexibility of the software,” says Terence Chan, director of
operations, Star POS. “The future of POS
lies in the ability to adapt to the situation
of ever-changing market segments.”
Cloud-based systems provide the ability
to quickly pivot business in a new direction where older legacy systems are more
challenging to alter. The pandemic illustrated this need for adaptation, with business owners converting their business to
curbside delivery and online ordering.

part of the process, including selecting
a spot that is both noticeable and provides the customer with a sense of security. The ATM system should be placed
in a visible and secure space; this
includes avoiding placing it against a
window or right beside an exit.
When researching providers, bar
owners should look for a company that
is able to respond to their needs,
including reviewing their service availability, customer service reviews, and
response time for repairs. Surveying
local business owners on their experi-

Berg Liquor Solutions by Matrix Integrated
Solutions provide options that ensure that a
drink must be paid for.

“The ideal system should have a minimum of five-10 choices per vertical so
that it can be customized to the specific
style of the bar,” says Chan. Star POS
supports its clients by reviewing close to

ence with their ATM provider could aid
in streamlining this selection. “If one
quote seems too good to be true, it
probably is,” says Sutherland. “If your
ATM is frequently offline, the network is
down, or it lacks funds, it will cost you
in the long run.”
POS systems and ATMs provide bar
owners with the ability to increase revenue, productivity, and minimize risk.
The key is opting for a solution and service provider that can proactively
respond to the specific needs and challenges of the bar environment. ♣

a thousand options to provide a tailored solution that responds to the specific needs of the environment and common industry challenges.

Enhance Consumer
Experience with Access
to Cash
Increasing revenue and the consumer
experience will help gain loyal customers while also urging patrons to
linger in the space. Having an ATM provides the customer with direct access to
cash, eliminating the processing fees that
are associated with electronic payment

LOOK FOR THE UPCOMING
FEATURES IN OUR NEXT ISSUE
SUMMER 2020

(Release date: July)

• Provincial Focus: Alberta Update • Annual Western Buyers Guide
• Takeout Containers and Supplies• What’s on Your Plate: Mixed Grill - Beef,
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Star POS helps provide a tailored solution that
responds to the specific needs of the bar owner.

methods and are also a good back-up
for the debit/credit machine if it goes
offline. “A busy ATM can be a consistent revenue stream for your business
that requires little or no effort from you,
but most importantly, it gives your customers cash they will likely spend in your
business!” says Bob Sutherland, chief
operating officer, Access Cash.
Finding the right location is a vital
Bar & Beverage Business / www.barandbeverage.com
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new products

Alley Kat Channels The 90s with 25th Anniversary
Summer Seasonal: Razzykat
Alley Kat Brewing Company kicks off summer early with the release of
its summer seasonal beer, RazzyKat Raspberry Sour.
The year 2020 marks Alley Kat’s 25th anniversary, and to mark the occasion Alley Kat fans
were asked to choose their favourite summer beer from the last two and a half decades. RazzyKat,
first brewed before the brewery was even conceived, beat out several classics to earn the honours.
Natural raspberry puree gives this refreshing wheat beer a balanced sweet and sour raspberry flavour,
aroma, and summery pink hue. In a normal year, RazzyKat would be the ideal beer to take to the lake,
enjoy on a patio, or share with friends at a barbecue. While physical distancing and self-isolation continue, RazzyKat should be enjoyed responsibly at home, whether in backyards, on apartment balconies, or just sitting in a sunbeam on the couch.

Introducing Johnnie Walker Master’s Ruby Reserve
Johnnie Walker has launched a new Scotch whisky honouring
Johnnie Walker Master Blender Jim Beveridge’s forty years of exceptional
craft and dedication to whisky.
Johnnie Walker Master’s Ruby Reserve is made from some of the finest Scotch in the Johnnie Walker
reserves, with Beveridge personally selecting eight exceptionally rare whiskies that evoke his earliest
whisky-making memories to create a unique Scotch that provides a window into his distinguished career.
Johnnie Walker Global Brand Director, John Williams said: “Jim is a giant of our industry and we wanted
to make sure we marked this milestone with a truly special whisky. It was a pleasure to ask Jim to craft a Scotch
that paid tribute to those whiskies that have left an indelible mark on his career.”
All the whiskies used to create Johnnie Walker Master’s Ruby Reserve are at least forty years old and only
398 bottles are being released — an extremely limited run of an incredibly rare liquid.

Canada’s First Distilled Non-Alcoholic Spirit
Søbrii 0-Gin is Canada’s first distilled non-alcoholic spirit and
was officially launched in November.
Made from classic gin botanicals including Juniper, Coriander, All Spice and Star Anise, Søbrii
wants to provide adults with alternative alcohol-free drinks without compromising the cocktail taste or
experience.
It is distilled in small batches in Stratford, Ontario and has 0 sugar, 0 calories and no artificial flavours
or sweeteners.
Bartenders can simply substitute Søbrii for gin in most cocktail recipes or Søbrii can be used in custom,
unique creations.

Alley Kat Releases African Queen Dragon
Alley Kat has released the latest in its Dragon Double IPA Series,
African Queen Dragon.
African Queen is the perfect hop varietal to showcase just how expansive the “hop queendom” is.
Imported all the way from South Africa, the surroundings in which African Queen hops grow impart
fruity gooseberry notes to round out our Dragon’s characteristically hoppy bite!
This release marks a change in naming convention for the Dragon series as each release will now
be named after the hop that gives the beer its flavour and aroma. This will also be the first Dragon sold
in aluminum cans (four x 473ml) following the brewery’s switch away from glass bottles.
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